Behaviour Education and Self-Management
Policy

“Behaviour is shaped by the sum total of regular and frequent lessons that create small
but meaningful changes over a long and sustained period of time."
-Wilson McCaskill
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Baacckkggrroouunndd
Tapping Primary School is committed to developing Behaviour Education and SelfManagement (BESM) in students. We embrace a values-based approach that underpins our
school culture. BESM is a school community responsibility. Students, parents and teachers
need to have a clear understanding of what is expected in regards to how we treat each other to
ensure a welcoming learning environment that is supportive and safe. We believe that students
come to school to better themselves by being able to work with others. Students need to pursue
their personal best no matter who they work with. Therefore as teachers and parents it is
imperative that we have a clear focus on this and to role model rational, emotionally regulated
behaviour. The Australian Curriculum, within the “Personal and Social Capability” states: “In the
Australian Curriculum, students develop personal and social capability as they learn to
understand themselves and others, and manage their relationships, lives, work and learning
more effectively. The capability involves students in a range of practices including recognising
and regulating emotions, developing empathy for and understanding of others, establishing
positive relationships, making responsible decisions, working effectively in teams and handling
challenging situations constructively.
The Melbourne Declaration on the Educational Goals for Young Australians (MCEETYA 2008)
recognises that personal and social capability assists students to become successful learners,
helping to improve their academic learning and enhancing their motivation to reach their full
potential. Personal and social capability supports students in becoming creative and confident
individuals with ‘a sense of self-worth, self-awareness and personal identity that enables them
to manage their emotional, mental, spiritual and physical wellbeing’, with a sense of hope and
‘optimism about their lives and the future’. On a social level, it helps students to ‘form and
maintain healthy relationships’ and prepares them ‘for their potential life roles as family,
community and workforce members’ (MCEETYA, p. 9).
Students with well-developed social and emotional skills find it easier to manage themselves,
relate to others, develop resilience and a sense of self-worth, resolve conflict, engage in
teamwork and feel positive about themselves and the world around them. The development of
personal and social capability is a foundation for learning and for citizenship.
Behaviour Education is most effective when built into, not onto curriculum.
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The Golden Rule
“Treat others the way you want them to treat you”
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We are a “Play is the Way” school (PITW). The practices outlined throughout this
document were developed by “Play is the Way” and adopted by our school community.
At Tapping we believe the “Play is the Way” philosophy is the most effective way to develop
Emotional Intelligence (EQ); focusing on the skills of self-awareness, self management, social
awareness, social management. We aim to put students in control of their thoughts, feelings
and actions. The games are not the focus, but a conduit to experience the Virtues.
Outcomes
 To develop pro-social behaviour.
 Create a shared body of experience that is used to build relationships.
 Highlight the benefits of managing emotions and working together.
 Develop optimism and the ability to bounce back.
 Encourage self-motivation and the ability to persevere.
 Initiate a process of self awareness and discovery in children.
 Create a positive tone and school culture.
The school is fully resourced to support compulsory implementation in every classroom. This
equipment can only be used for “Play is the Way” sessions. Each teacher selects a game to be
implemented during the whole school morning games program, three times a week.
In wet weather teachers implement “In Rhythm” (PITW) activities in the classroom. Music and
Phys Ed specialists implement a Play is the Way game as an element of each lesson.
As teachers, we must make perceptive observations that will lead students to awareness.
During all games sessions teachers are asked to make at least one observation that makes
students reflect about how the game is going. By implementing careful questioning and
respectful suggestions we encourage more meaningful conversation around students’
behaviour.

M
Maannnneerrss
Every teacher will focus on the acknowledgment and reinforcement of good manners in our
community. We believe manners are the lubricating oil of a community. Manners are simple
things like saying “Please”, “Thank You”, knowing a person’s name and asking them how they
are. Manners create the tone and culture of a school.
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Chheecckklliisstt (Reflective Language)
The teacher must talk in a way that allows students to reflect -not react, and should behave in a
way that allows students to accept -not defend. Teachers are to use language prompts and
language that encourages self-control and must take the time to use language prompts to redirect behaviour both in front of the class and individually.
This language is firmly embedded throughout our school. When dealing with children, it is
important to maintain your composure and speak in a calm manner whilst utilising these
phrases. Always give time for the child to respond.
Every teacher will use a common language approach as part of our BESM policy. These are
outlined below (reflective poster):
 Right or wrong thing to do?
 Strong decision or weak decision?
 Feelings or thinking in charge?
 Being your own boss or asking me to be the boss?
 Are you running away from the problem or dealing with it?
 Am I trying to hurt you or help you?

“Was that the right thing or wrong thing to do?”
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This gives the child an opportunity to reflect the appropriateness of his/her behaviour and
provides you with a discussion starting point.
“Did you make a weak decision or strong decision?”
“Weak decision” is when a child decides to do the wrong thing. “Strong decision” is when a child
makes sensible ‘right’ decisions.
“Is your thinking or are your feelings in charge?”
This is used to diffuse emotional reactions from students while getting them to reflect on their
behaviour, take charge of it and be the master of their actions
“Are you going to be your own boss or do you need me to be the boss of you?”
This assists students to see that their lack of self mastery invites an authority figure to impose
consequences to ensure right actions. This is something no one wants and will not be
necessary if students have the strength and bravery to do what is right.
“Are you running away from the problem or dealing with it?”
This is when a situation is created that the child needs to ‘fix’ and they are refusing to deal with
it. Running away has many disguises and once the child accepts the reality of what they are
doing they are more ready and able to bravely deal with it.
“Am I trying to hurt you or help you?”
This is to get the student to realise that the aim of the questioning is to ultimately improve help
them to improve their behaviour. This makes the teacher an ally, not an enemy.
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Research shows that the more we use bribes and other artificial inducements to motivate
people the more they lose interest in what we are bribing them to do.” Do this and you will get
that,” is the most prevalent form of motivation and behaviour control. It must be substituted
with, “Do this because it will satisfy and fulfil you to do so and because you believe it is the right
and best thing to do.” The giving of rewards (physical - medals/merit awards etc.) and verbal
(praise/use of superlatives) must be viewed in the context of primary school behaviour
education. In primary school, young children in the formative years of brain development are
being trained in the behaviour of self-motivation – a virtue. The brain wiring for such behaviour
is being established and must not be jeopardised by practices that diminish the strength of that
wiring. Such practices must be questioned and removed unless research and evidence proves
they have no detrimental effect on developing the self-motivation of primary aged children.
Self-motivation, in being a virtue, must be a deeply entrenched habit of action. It cannot be an
action that waxes and wanes in response to the inducements being offered.
Research also clearly states the same detrimental affects of trying to manipulate student
behaviour using punishments. Behaviour should be treated in the same way as we look at the
teaching of Mathematics or English. If children can solve a Mathematics problem, threatening to
punish them will not help them solve the problem. Behaviour is no different. We need to educate
students on how to work through behavioural problems without the threat of punishment. We
need to have a focus on the consequences of their actions on themselves and those around
them rather on the lowest form of moral reasoning which is the punishment they may receive.
We need to help individuals take responsibility for their own behaviour through education not by
force or coercion.
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It is useful to think through the differences in order to help guide our thinking and school
practice:
Rewards: Something given in return for service, effort or achievement (good or bad) to
manipulate, lure and motivate – Bribery for control. Do this and you will get that.
Awards: Acknowledgement of service, effort or achievement (good only) that is not motivated
by the desire for a reward or the pleasure of the reward giver. In other words awards are not
used to manipulate student behaviour. Awards should reflect entrenched habits of action. So
there is a minimalist approach to there use. Students need to be motivated by a desire for self
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improvement and a commitment to virtuous behaviour. The whole purpose of giving awards is
to hold up students as role models-something to aspire to, set examples for others. Therefore
we do not want awards to simply highlight innate ability. This is not what the student controls.
We must be careful not to signal/award innate ability without virtuous behaviour otherwise we
are indicating that innate ability or being gifted is the key requirement for success and
achievement.
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Students are taught the importance of “code switching” through the “Are You Ready” strategy.
Students learn to understand the expectations around working in specific environments and act
accordingly. For example students intuitively understand how to behave when they attend a
funeral and the different expectations if attending a football game etc. The classroom is no
different. “Are You Ready” prepares students to code switch before entering the classroom by
enabling students to set specific goals which becomes the focus for that day.
1. Students set a personal goal for the day.
2. Discuss goal with the class
Student: “I’m ready to ….(states goal)”.
3. Students code switch. They know that when they enter the classroom there is an
expectation that they are ready to pursue their goal, to switch onto learning.
4. Throughout the day the teacher will ask students to restate their goals.
5. The class respond if the student is working to achieve the goal.
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Prroocceessss (Reflection-Repair-Restitution)
We do not believe in using punishments or rewards to try and change student behaviour.
Students simply have the opportunity to reflect upon the strong decision he/she should have
made, how this affects him or her and others and what he or she needs to do to move on.
We stress this is not a punishment. The process is not done during the child’s lunch time but at
the point of need. As an administration team we realise that this process takes more time than
simply giving the child a punishment, however, we are committed to the educative process.
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The Repair and Restitution Process at Tapping is based on humanising the process.
Developing an understanding and awareness of others, accepting responsibility, earning back
respect and trust, saying sorry and reinforcing the fact that the perpetrator belongs to a
community that is committed to helping them become valuable members of society.
As the process developed, incidents besides bullying have also been included such as
disrespectful behaviour and use of inappropriate language. This has been at the discretion of
staff.
The intent of this process is to raise empathy, build self-awareness, encourage self-respect and
maintain mutual respect. The student then has the opportunity to reconnect with the community.
It is holistic because the process involves all stakeholders (active involvement). The process is
done with the student and not to the student.
Teachers have the option of taking a student through the Full 3Rs process. Admin will look after
the rest of the class if a teacher chooses to complete the process with the student. Alternatively,
a member of Admin will complete the process.
Parents are contacted and informed about the incident and must discuss it with their child and
sign the documentation.

B
Buullllyyiinngg
Bullying is essentially an intentional abuse of relational power. It is an act of cruelty. Most
bullying is not physical. It is psychological. It is intentional, selected, unprovoked and repetitive
behaviour towards another person by one who is stronger physically or psychologically. Most
bullying occurs in the playground but can occur in classrooms.
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When students come to Tapping, they have the right to learn in a safe environment. We take an
educative approach in dealing with bullying. We believe the most effective way is to raise the
empathy level of the bully and to work with students on bystander behaviour. It is also vital to
work on empowering the victim. We implement specific reflective processes that target these
areas.
We have a moral obligation to act on bullying. When an act of bullying is identified the
perpetrator completes the Full 3R process.
We need to ensure that students who carry out acts of bullying reflect upon the “response” and
the “reaction” rather than the “What” they are going to do about it. The most critical element in
the Repair and Restitution process is the “Why”.
Awareness Raising
Teachers will use discussion and classroom meetings to reinforce what the school means by
bullying and why bullying is unacceptable. Some focus questions may include:
 What do you think bullying is?
 Why do people bully?
 How can we help students that bully?
 How can we help victims of bullying
 How does bullying make people feel?
 What kind of bullying goes on at school?
 What should we do about bullying?
 What should you do when you know?
 What is bystander behaviour?
It is Ok to Tell
When students know what constitutes bullying, they can recognize when it is occurring and so
are able to take steps to prevent it continuing. Students should be encouraged to tell a teacher if
they are being bullied in any way. The word DOBBER or DOBBING are words used by bullies to
prevent a victim from asking for help. These words will not be used at Tapping. Bullies trade on
secrecy, threat, anxiety and fear. We must create a climate where it is ok to tell. Only by telling
can things improve.
Give Skills to Victims
Teachers will take whatever steps are necessary to stop bullying. However it is also important to
empower the victim. Teachers and parents can teach students how to stand up to bullies in an
assertive way. Assertion is a skill and needs to be practised whilst emphasising:
 How to look assertive rather than aggressive.
 How to think strong.
 Specific words and phrases to use to convey one’s rights. (I don’t like it when you….).
 How and when to walk away.
 That it is ok to tell.

Supporting Parents
Victims and parents of victims need to know that they can share with confidence their needs,
concerns and feelings about bullying in confidence. We need to encourage parents to talk to
their children, reinforce that bullying will not go away by itself and explain how bullies threaten
and demand secrecy. Most importantly when students talk, take them seriously.
Open communication between home and school is vital in counteracting bullying. Parents are
encouraged to notify and collaborate with class teachers and when necessary, with Admin and
other support agencies.

A
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The Australian Curriculum requires schools to develop independent, self-motivated, self-managing
learners. To this end we have asked students to decide if they see themselves
as independent or authority dependent learners. In arriving at their decision they had to consider how
they worked in the classroom and conducted themselves in the playground.
Students must decide which one of the following expressions best represents how they conduct yourself
both in and out of the classroom and then write a brief explanation for their decision. We use the chart
below to assist with the process
AUTHORITY DEPENDENT – Feelings in charge

INDEPENDENT – Thinking in charge

Makes weak decisions

Makes strong decisions

Needs reminding to stay on task/complete tasks

Keeps working even when teacher not looking

Does the right thing when someone is watching

Starts work without being prompted

Does the right thing when getting something for
doing it

Does the right thing because it is the right thing to
do

Relies on praise/rewards/attention to be motivated

Is self-motivated and does not require
praise/rewards/attention from others

Does not consider how behaviour affects others

Considers how own actions may affect others

Needs the teacher to be the boss

Is his/her own boss

Does not ‘code switch’ (adjust behaviour to different
situations/contexts. E.g. being quiet in a library

Able to ‘code switch’ in a variety of situations

Needs reminding to look after belongings

Takes care of own and communal property

Needs regular educating about own behaviour

Understands and consistently engages appropriate
behaviours

Unable to stop doing the wrong thing without
teacher intervention

Listens attentively and respectfully to others

Students set goals that will enable them to make stronger decisions. These goals are reviewed
every fortnight and signed off by parents. Only students can make the decision around their
authority dependent or independent status after consultation with the teacher. As a school
community we understand the importance of becoming an independent learner as outlined
below:
1. Children with good self-management skills are better at describing and maintaining their
own boundaries in the face of peer pressure.
2. When authority dependent children ask why they do the right thing they are likely to answer,
“Because I’ll get into trouble if I don’t.” or “Because I’ll get something nice if I do.”
3. Authority dependent children can be extremely vulnerable when authority is absent because
they lack the practice and confidence when making strong decisions, preventing them
saying “No” to drugs, alcohol or many of the other temptations that are potentially
damaging.
4. Research says that children raised to constantly be told to ‘do as they are told’ have few
opportunities to learn how to make their own decisions. They have difficulty solving
problems, anticipating the consequences of the things they say and do and have difficulty
backing any decisions they make.
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5. It is a flawed notion that teaching students to comply and obey will eventually lead to
children who can think for themselves and cooperate with adult supervision.
6. The challenge for parents and educators is not to assert our authority over children but to
create a bond with them. A bond based on mutual respect not bribery and threat.
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It is important to discuss the declaration with students, as a way of demonstrating, that the values we live
by at Tapping are “universal” and go beyond the school. These values are prevalent in our community
and the world.

TTiim
mee R
Reelleeaassee (Playing it Safe)
This process is implemented for students who find it difficult to play safely in the playground
even after repeated intervention and reflection. It is based on a time restrictive model. He/she
eats lunch with other students then participates in the reflective processes with the teacher or
admin. The student is then released to play for designated time. At the conclusion of lunch the
student completes the “Playing it Safe” reflection sheet. This sheet is completed every day the
student is on time release. It is to be taken home and signed by the parent. After a week without
incident, the time is increased (determined by the teacher /Admin) until the student is back to
full lunchtime play. The completion of the reflection sheet is the critical educational element of
the process.

B
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Students that have been identified as participating in bystander behaviour complete the
bystander behaviour reflection process. The focus of the process is to help students to reflect
upon the notion that “A person who puts aside their virtues and knowingly contributes to the
abuse of another’s dignity and rights by taking no action to prevent it is a bystander”. This is not
acceptable at school and within our community.
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Though we do not want children to change the essence of who they are to avoid threatening
attention of others, we do want them to consider ways and means of making themselves safer.
A sense of empowerment can only be generated if children believe they can actively and
deliberately take charge of their lives to make it better.
By working through the 4 headings children can specifically alter their behaviour in effective
ways without duly compromising the right to be themselves.
1) Physical behaviour – The things they do and the way they do them.
2) Vocal Behaviour – The things they say and the way they say them.
3) Places/Spaces – Where they go, when they go and who they go with.
4) Getting along/fitting in – The everyday compromises, adjustments, considerations and
behaviours (manners) that everyone makes to keep the social machinery running smoothly. As
with the reflection 3Rs process students complete the reflection sheets, have them signed by
the parents and returned to school.

33 W
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This process is implemented to help students make more consistent changes to their behaviour
through a 3 way conference between the teacher, student and parent. The focus is on
developing a consistent approach between the school and home in implementing reflective
processes, use of language and setting of specific goals.
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 When Admin are called to help a student to investigate/instigate a reflective process, the
“Removal Process” must be implemented. This means the facts must be discussed with the
class prior to the child being removed. Classmates give the student feedback on the weak
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decisions made by the student and how they can support the student in making stronger
decisions. (Bystander behaviour). After the reflective process admin/teacher must complete
the “Re-entry process”. This involves the student identifying the weak decision, identifying the
strong decision that he/she should have made, how the class will help the student, student
identifies the virtue he/she need to work on and why.
 For any student who completes the Full 3 R process teachers must initiate a GPS when the
student returns to class. The student must read the apology letter and discuss the strong
decision he/she must make in order to rejoin the class community. The student receives
feedback from his peers on how his/her action affected the class community and how they
can assist the student in making strong decisions. An Individual Behaviour Plan (IBP) needs
to be negotiated with the student when he/she returns to class.
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Group Problem Solving (GPS) is a quick and easy structure to set up that can be used on a
regular basis to address, understand and resolve issues and concerns about conduct and
behaviour – it is guided/monitored by the classroom teacher. The process has a clear focus on
raising empathy and giving an authentic student voice.







Students sit in a circle.
Teacher sits with the students.
One person speaks at a time.
The speaker holds an object to show it is their opportunity to speak.
Everyone behaves respectfully.
Everyone has the opportunity to comment on what is said if they want to.

What does the GPS address?
Problems of behaviour and/or conduct that students have failed to resolve after trying first to
deal with it themselves, secondly after asking for the help of others in the peer group and thirdly,
any other party higher in the problem solving hierarchy (ie. Peer mediators, school counsellors).
However, this cannot be a hard and fast rule as it may exclude certain students from using
GPS. Namely, those students who may be marginalised and have no one they can discuss
things with – students who lack the confidence to approach others for advice and help –
classrooms where the “unspoken rules” of behaviour make it impossible to reveal a need for
help and other such situations.
Although it is hoped that GPS handles only those problems that have failed to be resolved after
committed attempts to do so, it may be prudent, in the early stages especially, to allow all
concerns to be aired in GPS and use the GPS process itself to educate students as to whether
GPS or some alternative process would have been a better way to deal with the problem.
The most important thing is that GPS serves as a safe harbour, a place where even the
quietest, least sure, most alone voice can be heard. To this end, students must be advised that
they can request an emergency GPS for any problem they consider to be of such severity or
importance that the health, wellbeing or welfare of a person or persons is under immediate and
significant threat.
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Every teacher timetables in a Life Raft session on a weekly basis. Life Raft covers the 5 key
concepts we teach to students as an important element of our virtues philosophy. Our goal is to
equip students with the social and emotional skills that will significantly improve their chances of
success both in learning and life. To quote Mr. Wilson McCaskill “Let us raise children to be
considerate of themselves, others and the world in which they live, with sound reasons for the
things they say and do. From this, all else will follow”. The Life Raft manual sets out a series of
lessons around each of the 5 concepts
The 5 key concepts are:
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Treat others as you would like them to treat you
Be brave-participate to progress
Pursue your personal best no matter who you work with
Have reasons for the things you say and do
It takes great strength to be sensible
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There are three values we focus on in the junior primary and six in the middle and upper
primary. The junior primary VIRTUES are: courage, friendliness and good manners. The
middle/upper VIRTUES include the three identified in the junior classes and three more which
are: persistence, compassion and tolerance. The diagram overleaf demonstrates the
process.
The aim of the program is to get students to demonstrate and practise these VALUES until they
become a deeply ingrained habit of action or a VIRTUE.
It helps students develop a greater awareness of themselves; the virtues they are strong in and
others they need to work on.
It puts a label on “WHY”. Why do I do well academically? (persistence) How can I do better?
(courage) For example: “You need to have courage and step outside your comfort zone and
challenge yourself.”
It provides more informative feedback for students. Instead of teachers saying “This is great
work!” teachers at Tapping add “This is great work because you persisted.” or “You did well
because you were more tolerant during group work.” Ideally we want students saying “Gee
when I persist I do better.” “If I’m more tolerant with others, I learn more and the group gets
more done.”
Other students do not just see the student who is doing well just as “smart”. They begin to
recognise that this student may or may not be smart, but he/she persists or has courage and
therefore achieves well.
The UCRM assists students to set goals - “My writing is not improving because I do not persist.
I need to work on this virtue.”
The UCRM consistently highlights specific examples demonstrated by students in class.
Therefore there is consistent reinforcement of what is meant and understood about these key
virtues.
As teachers we may start to look at students a little differently. For example “Simon is a really
quiet, nice student but he has never been acknowledged for courage or for friendliness. I
need to work with him to develop these qualities.”
If a student is finding it difficult to make friends or struggling with the peer group then the
process is an effective reflection tool. It gives the student a clear goal to work on. Teachers and
students can set some clear goals around the virtues such as friendliness, good manners or
courage. It is these values that the student can do something about.
This process is not just about the individual. Students monitor each other within their group.
They can clearly label or articulate when a member of the group is not exhibiting a key virtue.
At Tapping we have a common understanding and all use the same language when giving
feedback to students across the school and when discussing student progress with colleagues
and parents.
The process makes students focus on what really makes someone a valuable member of class.
Students may comment that, “I’m a good class member because I’m good at sport”. Our
process will shift the focus from a student's skills to values; what they can control and hence
contribute to the community, as opposed to what they are born with i.e. “I’m good at sport and I
use my skill to bring others into the game or to show others how to play better.”
(tolerance/compassion) This is the sort of focus we want to develop in students.
It is important that students are pursuing virtuous behaviour not solely as a means to be
rewarded or to please the teacher, but because they see personal and community benefits in
doing so. To this end teachers will be frugal in their use of superlatives and nurture the belief
that the right thing should be done simply because it is the best thing to do.
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General Acknowledgements
Teachers acknowledge a student who demonstrates any of the identified values throughout the
day and encourages students to look for those values in each other. This should be completed
quickly and succinctly then students return to work. An example would be instead of saying
“Good work!” it might sound like “I’d like to acknowledge Simon. He demonstrated persistence
to complete this work and although he was having trouble, he worked through it.” The class then
continues. General acknowledgements can be given to individuals or groups of students and
are unlimited in number.
Formal Acknowledgements
These are given when a teacher believes a student has turned a value into a virtue and
therefore has been an excellent role model of a particular virtue. When this happens the
teachers organise a “Formal Ceremony”. This is done in a significant way. No certificate or
reward is given to these students. It is important that the ceremony itself is validation of the
child’s entrenched habit of action. Guests are invited to the formal ceremony including parents
and members of the school community. Teachers record all students who receive a formal
acknowledgement.
CRM Certificate Nomination
Teachers can nominate one student, per virtue, per term.
Students must have received a formal acknowledgement for the virtue in order to be nominated.
Any staff member can veto the nomination if they do not believe the student has displayed the
virtue at all times.
Community Role Model Certificates
Students can receive only one certificate for each virtue over the duration of their school years
(six certificates in total).
Students can not receive a CRM certificate for the same virtue twice.
Presentations will be made at the final assembly of each term.
Ultimate Community Role Model Nominations
Teachers can only nominate students who have all six certificates.
The final decision will be made by the entire staff.
Ultimate Community Role Model Award
Given out at an organised ceremony attended by the whole school. Parents then invited to have
morning tea with students.

R
Reessttiittuuttiioonn
Restitution is a means for someone who has done wrong to accept responsibility for what they
have done and make amends
Restitution lets the community see that the transgressor is sorry for what they have done and
that he/she is willing to do something of assistance and value to the community to earn back
their trust
Restitution is a pathway to reconnect and belong. Punishment leads to resentment and
disconnection
 Look for ways of making restitution that respects the dignity of the perpetrator.
 Students may make decisions that are impossible to employ, however, the opportunity to
contribute improves the understanding of the purpose of restitution.
 Some students find it hard to see the difference between restitution and punishment- this
can make them resistant to seeing any value in restitution.
 If a student’s restitution is stacking chairs and he is asked why is he/she doing so the
answer might be “because I have to” or “because I hurt someone”. Asked how they feel
about the answer would be given with a fair amount of resentment “don’t care”.
 Our aim is to get students to understand the meaning of restitution and therefore see it
as a means to show the strength of character required to earn back the trust of his/her
community and reconnect with them.
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Therefore understanding that he/she has done the wrong thing he/she determines that
stacking chairs is a meaningful way of making restitution. This is also linked to his/her
interpretation of the severity of the restitution.
So with this understanding now asked why he/she is gardening the answer might sound
like” because I hurt someone and I want people to trust me again—or because I want to
show that my community that they do not have to be scared of me or worry about me”.—
This ultimately our goal

Restitution in practice
Possible ways that students could carry out restitution- It is important for the perpetrator to
decide so the discussion is critical
Examples.
 Stacking classroom chairs
 Opening the door in morning. Greeting all students
 Cleaning classroom floor
 Spending time with the target
 Keeping school bags neat outside the classroom
 Working in the garden
 Last to leave the classroom. Asks the teacher is there anything she needs doing before
going to a break
 Making positives observations about classmates which he reads at the end of the day (34 a day)
 Arrives at school early to put everyone’s chair out
 Umpires a game at lunch time
 Observing and recoding what makes the group/game work effectively naming strong
contributors and discussing why
 Keeping alcove clean and outside classroom neat
 Holding the door open for classmates as they leave room.
 Washing classroom windows
 Teaching others a skill
 Sharpening pencils left in a container each day by other students
Restitution activity must comply with the filter below
Respect the dignity of the perpetrator.
It must not demean, humiliate, dehumanise the perpetrator or cause
intentional physical pain. To this end an act of restitution should be
determined by negotiation between the concerned parties.
2. Be visible to the class community.
Hiding restitution makes it something to be embarrassed about. The community needs to make
judgements about the manner in which the restitution is carried out.
3. Be practical and easily supervised.
If restitution occurs when words are no longer enough, then it follows that
they must be practical in nature. Supervision does not necessarily mean by the teacher.
4. Be of service to the target or the community.
The restitution satisfies some general or specific need of the target or
community or is an exertion made on behalf of one or both.
5. Have meaning for the target.
It may be that no restitution can be found that directly relates to what was said
or done to the target by the perpetrator. In such a situation the value of the
restitution lies in the value the target attaches to it.
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Reeccooggnniittiioonn (Awards)
School Medallions
Each class will nominate two students for the end of year medallions. The awards focus on two
areas: effort in academic achievement and effort in application of values. Class teachers
present the medallions to the two children selected in their classes at an end of year awards
assembly.
Ultimate Community Role Model
The presentation will be made at the final assembly of the year.
Only one person can receive the Junior Ultimate Community Role Model or the Ultimate
Community Role Model

M
Moonniittoorriinngg

 Behaviour data is entered on SIS weekly.
 Case conference information is used for student profiling, strategic intervention and followup.
 Recidivist behaviour (repeat offenders) are targeted and monitored through Individual
Behaviour Programs.
 SIS data is used to identify behavioural trends so they can be addressed at a class level.
 At all levels the process is monitored and reflected upon by staff and Admin to ensure it
remains workable.
 Individual student surveys implemented on a two year rotational basis that measures
student perceptions around values implementation, school culture and relationships.
 Track all student reflection sheets through SIS.
 3 Way Conferences implemented
 Trialling GPS recording sheets

IIm
mpplliiccaattiioonnss ffoorr P
Paarreennttss
We must change parent perception of what it means to be a successful student and the
types of skills students need to be successful in society.
Parents have a RIGHT to:
 Be informed of behaviour education and self management procedures and decisions
affecting their child’s welfare.
 Be informed of their child’s position within the school’s behaviour education and
Self-management continuum.
 Be heard in an appropriate forum on matters related to the rights of their child within the
Behaviour Education and Self-Management Policy.
Parents have a RESPONSIBILITY to:
 Ensure that their child attends school punctually and regularly.
 Ensure that the physical and emotional condition of their child is at an optimum for learning
in a purposeful and supportive environment.
 Support the school’s objectives of the Behaviour Education and Self-Management Policy in
schools.
School Communication
Every attempt is made to keep parents informed at every level of the BESM process. It is vital to
cultivate a productive link between home and school as this is a determining factor of success
when improving a students’ behaviour. Parents are kept informed through reflection sheets sent
home, phone calls, case conferences and meetings with teachers and members of Admin.
Newsletter inserts are provided regularly to explain the different parts of the BESM process and
more importantly to share the powerful language used at Tapping Primary School.
Collaboration
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Rescue vs Support. We work with parents to ensure that they understand that “Falsely rescuing
children from emotional discomfort and difficulty weakens their resilience and lessens their
capacity to persevere.” Wilson McCaskill
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